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Why study media effects?

• Columbine High School massacre 
(1999)

• Mass media blamed for violence

• President Clinton asked producers for 
reduction of violence in the media

• Media = convenient scapegoat?



Why study media effects?

• Columbine shooter, Eric Harris, 
played and created levels for Doom.

• Harris was also on anti-depressant, 
Luvox, which causes increased 
aggression and loss of empathy.

Why study media effects?

• Created a moral panic aimed at: 

• goth culture, 

• heavy metal music, 

• social pariahs, 

• the use of anti-depressants by 
teenagers, 

• violent films + violent video games



Why study media effects?

• In a Gallup poll:

• 4% said controlling media violence 
could prevent shootings

• 12% said root cause was 
unrestricted proliferation of guns

Why study media effects?

• Was President 
Clinton’s opinion 
on media violence 
right?

• Does his opinion 
hold scientific 
merit?



Science is different from 
casual opinion.

Ways of Knowing:
1. Experience

• also known as Empiricism

• “I play lots of violent video games 
and watch lots of violent films, but 
I’m still so timid!”



Ways of Knowing:
2. Authority

• we trust doctors...

• but even they sometimes make 
mistakes.

• shortcut thinking

• Copernicus model of Solar System: 
Religious authorities vs. Science

Ways of Knowing:
3. Science

• Science is a particular way of 
knowing.

• Systematic observation vs. Casual 
observation

• Empiricism + Logic = 
More precise observation



The Goals of Science:
1. Prediction

• Defined as foretelling the future.

• What about Katrina victims in New 
Orleans?

• Science is about always trying to 
improve prediction.

The Goals of Science:
2. Explanation

• knowing why something occurs the 
way it does.

• Statistics can show evidence, but 
doesn’t explain why.

• Explanations can be continuously 
pressed until more details emerge.



The Goals of Science:
3. Understanding

• Good explanations provide a sense 
of understanding.

• For a given phenomenon, it’s about 
knowing the particular sequence of 
causal events.

• Hand in hand with explanations.

The Goals of Science:
4. Control

• When you can accurately predict, 
explain and understand a phenomenon, 
you can have greater control over it.

• A good example is media ratings: 
Bushman & Cantor discovered that 
“media ratings do more to attract than 
repel viewers”.

• See textbook pg. 8 + media ratings 
handout.



How are the Goals of 
Science achieved?

1. theory.



How are the Goals of 
Science achieved?

• a scientific theory consists a set of 
statements.

• these statements: identify key 
concepts of the theory and specify 
their relationships

How are the Goals of 
Science achieved?

• scientific theories also yield 
hypotheses.

• testable by observation.

• A hypothesis is a specific prediction 
about what will happen under 
specified conditions.



How are the Goals of 
Science achieved?

• How are hypotheses different from 
scientific theories?

• Theories are supported by 
hypotheses.

• For example: 
- Copernicus’ heliocentric theory
- Bushman & Cantor “Forbidden 
Fruit Effect”

2. falsifiability



How are the Goals of 
Science achieved?

• Falsifiability refers to the ability to 
state the kind of data, if observed, 
which would render the hypothesis 
false.

• Announcing “ahead of time” is key.

• For example: Between these two 
films, the one with the R-rating 
should receive more viewers.

The Nature of Science



Truth or

“What is bullshit and why 
we shouldn’t do it”

On Bullshit

• In his 1986 essay On 
Bullshit, philosopher 
Harry Frankfurt of 
Princeton University 
characterizes 
bullshit as a form of 
falsehood distinct 
from lying.



On Bullshit

• The liar, Frankfurt holds, knows and cares 
about the truth, but deliberately sets out to 
mislead instead of telling the truth. 

• The bullshitter, on the other hand, does 
not care about the truth and is only 
seeking to impress.

On Bullshit

"It is impossible for someone to lie unless he thinks he 
knows the truth. Producing bullshit requires no such 
conviction. A person who lies is thereby responding to 
the truth, and he is to that extent respectful of it. When 
an honest man speaks, he says only what he believes to 
be true; and for the liar, it is correspondingly 
indispensable that he considers his statements to be 
false. For the bullshitter, however, all these bets are off: 
he is neither on the side of the true nor on the side of 
the false. His eye is not on the facts at all, as the eyes of 
the honest man and of the liar are, except insofar as 
they may be pertinent to his interest in getting away 
with what he says. He does not care whether the things 
he says describe reality correctly. He just picks them 
out, or makes them up, to suit his purpose."
- Frankfurt, Harry G. (2005). On Bullshit. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.



The Nature of Science

• Science is general

• Science acknowledges the existence 
of objective truth

• Science assumes a skeptical 
attitude

• Science cannot answer all questions

The Nature of Science:
Science is General

• The quest for generality (huh?).

• On Columbine High School 
shootings, news media sought 
reasons as to why it happened.

• Can the same reasons apply to other 
similar situations?



The Nature of Science:
Science is General

• Columbine’s news media used a 
“case study” approach.

• A given case is described with as 
many variables as possible.

• For example: parental neglect, 
social isolation, violent video games, 
violent movies like “Basketball 
Diaries”, mood-altering drugs.

The Nature of Science:
Science is General

• One of the shooters was into fantasy 
baseball leagues.

• If such hobbies are healthy, how 
might it have caused this outburst?

• Such case studies are hard to 
generalize, since they are 
idiosyncratic in nature.



The Nature of Science:
Science is General

• Science is about understanding 
broader, general patterns across 
large groups.

• Less so for understanding the 
particulars of a given case.

• Science seeks utility for society by 
looking at the big picture.

The Nature of Science:
Science is General

• If a doctor prescribes you a new 
drug, which explanation would you 
find more useful?

• It has cured Mr. Lim’s illness.

• It has cured 99% of illness cases.



The Nature of Science:
Objective Truth

• Is there truth out there?

• Is there something that holds true 
for everyone?

• There is no guarantee of finding it, 
but scientists believe that there is 
an objective truth.

• When you use particular theories, 
you are seeking truth.

The Nature of Science:
Objective Truth

• Scientific activity is concerned with 
uncovering the truth about things.

• Media effects scientists want to 
discover the truth about the social 
impact of media.



The Nature of Science:
Skeptical Attitude

• Other than science, what’s another 
way to predict the future?

• Psychics? Miss Cleo?

The Nature of Science:
Skeptical Attitude

• James Randi offers a $1 million 
dollars award to any psychic who 
could accurately predict the future.

• Psychic powers have never been 
falsifiable.

• Skeptical Attitude = Scientific 
Attitude



The Nature of Science:
Cannot answer everything

• Science cannot answer all 
questions.

• Scientists could build the atom 
bomb, but could not accurately 
predict how it would be used.

• Possible to tell how viewing violent 
images would affect kids, but cannot 
tell what we should do about it.

The Nature of Science:
Cannot answer everything

• Compare the following questions:

• Should mass media be responsible 
for what they broadcast?

• Does viewing media violence 
desensitize people to violence in 
real life?



The Nature of Science:
Cannot answer everything

• However, it answers questions of 
causality very well.

Summary.



Summary

• Ways of Knowing:
experience and authority + 
systematic observation and logic

• Goals of Science:
prediction, explanation, 
understanding and control

• Nature of Science:
Generalizability, Truth, Skeptical, 
Cannot answer all questions.


